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Please familiarise yourself with the Rules of Majete before entering the 
Reserve.  

- No person other than an officer or employee acting under the authority of the   
Board, may- 

a) enter without the permission of the board or any officer or employee authorised to grant such permission;    
 

b) enter   reserve before 06h00 or be on any road network within the reserve after 18h00; 
                                                                   

c) be in possession of any weapon, explosive, trap or poison; 
 

d) bring into the reserve domestic animals;  
 

e) hunt or otherwise wilfully or negligently kill or injure any animal; (this include insects, reptiles and amphibians) 
 

f) damage or destroy any egg or nest of any bird; or take honey from a beehive; 
 

g) wilfully or negligently cause a veldt fire, or damage / remove any object of geological, archaeological, historical, ethnological, 
oceanographic, educational or other scientific interest, within the reserve; 
 

h) be in possession of any animal, whether alive or dead, or any part of an animal, or remove such an animal or any part thereof 
from the reserve; 
 

i) cut, damage, remove or destroy any tree or any part thereof, dry or firewood, grass or other plant in the reserve; 
 

j) remove seed from any tree or other plant; 
 

k) feed any animal in the reserve; 
 

l) drive a motor vehicle in the reserve without a valid driver’s license; 
 

m) drive a vehicle that is not road worthy; 
 

n) enter and drive in reserve with an open game viewing vehicle; 
 

o) drive an open pickup vehicle with passengers on the back; 
 

p) fly a drone or aircraft within the boundaries of the reserve. 
 

q) litter in the reserve; (Definition of litter – waste, refuse, garbage, trash rubbish) 
 

r) exceed the speed limit of 30km’s per hour; 
 

s) exit your vehicle or have any part of your body outside of vehicle whilst traversing within the reserve; accept at pre-
determine published viewing areas;  

 

t) drive off-road. Off road driving is not permitted.  
 

 
Please report all incidents, to our Reception in Majete or email proof of incident to majete@africanparks.org 

 

Wildlife has right of way!  
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